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GO MILLAU: SECOND IFSC BOULDERING WORLD CUP OF THE SEASON COMING UP IN FRANCE

After a great season premiere in Chongqing (China) two weeks ago, the IFSC Bouldering World Cup 2013 is heading back to European continent. The French city of Millau is the venue of this year’s second Bouldering competition on April 5th-6th!

The region around Millau is well known to climbing fans all around the world: At the entrance of the Gorges du Tarn the city of 20.000 in Southern France is offering great climbing possibilities in wild scenery. On April 5th - 6th Millau is welcoming the world’s best Bouldering athletes in Couleur Caillou, the local climbing centre.

IFSC World Cup Bouldering’s Leaders

At the second stop of this year’s World Cup season it’s once again on Anna Stöhr and Dmitrii Sharafutdinov to build on past successes: Austria’s Overall Bouldering World Cup winner 2013 and Russia’s reigning world champion had both a perfect start into 2013 and celebrated their first wins in China. But competition will be strong in France: 109 athletes registered in all categories, including top boulderers Kilian Fischhuber and Sean McColl both attempting their first World Cup competition of the season.

Watch LIVE on the IFSC website

All climbing fans that can’t be on site at (every) World Cup competitions will be able to watch the IFSC contents live streaming on http://www.ifsc-climbing.org

the remodeled IFSC homepage also offering all dates, rankings and detailed schedules.

So don’t miss it!
IFSC World Cup (B) 2013 Millau (FRA) April 05th - 06th, 2013

Provisional programme (local time)

**Friday 5th, April**
- 09.00am Qualification Women
- 02.00pm Qualification Men

**Saturday 6th, April**
- 12.00am - 2.30pm Semi-finals Men and Women
- 06.30pm Presentation of the competitors and observation
- 07.00pm Finals Men and Women
- 08.45pm Awarding Ceremony

**Current World Ranking MEN Bouldering TOP 10** (update: 2013-03-23)

1. Gelmanov Rustam RUS 402.10
2. Sharafutdinov Dmitrii RUS 379.42
3. Fischhuber Kilian AUT 339.45
4. Schubert Jakob AUT 268.15
5. McColl Sean CAN 259.17
6. Glairon Mondet Guillaume FRA 259.17
7. SUGIMOTO Rei JPN 203.95
8. Caleyron Thomas FRA 147.21
9. Baumann Jonas GER 131.20
10. Hori Tsukuru JPN 123.54

**Current World Ranking WOMEN Bouldering TOP 10** (update: 2013-03-23)

1. Stöhr Anna AUT 469.74
2. Noguchi Akiyo JPN 384.01
3. Coxsey Shauna GBR 301.27
4. Markovic Mina SLO 274.06
5. Puccio Alex USA 269.00
6. Wurm Juliane GER 248.81
7. Le Neve Melissa FRA 238.56
8. Sandoz Mélanie FRA 224.29
9. ODA Momoka JPN 198.77
10. Kim Jain KOR 180.87

**Link to full results Men:**

**Link to full results Women:**
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**VIDEOS**

YouTube: www.youtube.com/ifscchannel

**PHOTOS**

For a selection of photos available shortly after each event, please visit the Photo Gallery on www.ifsc-climbing.org

**SOCIAL MEDIA**

Stay connected to latest IFSC and Sport Climbing updates, please follow us on Twitter, Facebook and Linked’In.